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KSUB rides the airwaves inWI
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SU pool sharks
converge in the
Garage.
Features, 7

Bill Kaiser
champions allsides
of sport.
Sports, 12

Craswell, Locke bring System glitch
state issues to campus puts students on
temporary diet
More than 100 meal
plans lose money
MEGANMCCOID
ManagingEditor

Spend a little too much at The

Cave, are connected to the main

database viathese telephonelines.
Sharpe remarked that one main
theory about the problem in The
Cave stems from telephone line
work done over two years agoin
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
Campion.
accounts.
"The telephone Jines were
According to Judy Sharpe,
Democracticgubernatorialcandidate Gary Lockefaces offagainstRepublican candidateEllenCraswell in the Director ofResidential Life,those changed in 1994," Sharpe
Pigott Auditorium.
affected by the sudden declines in explained."Theproblemcouldgo
theirmeal funds werestudents who back that far."
In the summer of1994,Campion
purchases at The Cave,
made
Taxes, education, welfare and creasing private funding for proPEGGYEATON
locatedinthebasementofCampion HalIdiscontinuedbusiness withits
News Editor
therole of governmentdominated grams.
formerphonecompany, which was
debate,as Piggott Auditoriumbe"Iam a whole-heartedbeliever Hall.
In
independent service.
an
Students
who
made
Validine
The immense canyon between camean arena for defendingposi- inthebest governmentis closerto
purchases there last/Thursday and place of that service, permanent
Republican Ellen Craswell and tions and questioning opponents. the people," Craswell said.
DemocratGaryLocke became eviLocke reiterated his message of Friday lost additional money from phoneconnections were installed
Craswell reaffirmed the conserdentlast night as the two guberna- vative anti-tax message she has improving education, increasing their card as the information in every resident room and
torial candidates addressed ques- conveyed throughout the race and job training and supporting gov- traveledback to themain computer connected to the campus phone
unit,whichislocatedinthehousing system.
tions regardingthe future olWash- enforcedher beliefinreducing the
This past summer, when rooms
ington state.
government's role therefore inSee Candidates on page 4 and food service offices in
on third floor Campion were
Bellarmine.
for students to live in,
remodeled
Staff from Plant Services and
phone
been
more
lines were added to
Telecommunications have
building,
according to Sharpe.
the
puzzle
calledin to
over thecauseof
upgrades
in the hall
Computer
mishap.
this information
The
hookups
and
as
access
has
to
such
modem
dilemma
been difficult
pinpoint, Sharpe said,because the of the new residence hall lab
extrasubtractions to accountsonly, computers put even more wiring
occurredduring thoselast days of into themix.
"There waslotsofphoneactivity
the week.
"Before Thursday, (the card after 1994," Sharperemarked,"and
Teri Anderson
"It's an opportunity for the colleges, private and public reader)
had no problems," Sharpe that added to the problem.
ExecutiveEditor
public to interact with the universities face with the next
"We haven't isolated where in
remarked.
"And then on Sunday
legislature, and the legislature batch of state legislature
the phone lines that (the problem)
night,
working
it
was
fine."
Several local university to interact with higher representatives.
"It's hard to understand," she is," Sharpe continued, "but there
presidents, including Seattle education," forum moderator
These challenges include:
have been people working on it
University's John Eshelman, Charles Moyer said.
keeping education affordable, said.
The problemhas yet to be more and they willcontinue working on
met with a number of
Legislative candidates from making college accessible to precisely
figured out,Sharpesays, it"
Washington State Legislature six local voting districts took all students and maintaining
Nothing to this extent has ever
but
"we'veisolated
theproblem to
candidates on Tuesday at the part in the forum, among them strong academic reputations.
in the Validine system
happened
telephone lines up in Campion."
University of Washington for a were Washington State Senator
Administrators fromall three
before,
Sharpe
said.
The Validine system uses the
forum on higher education.
told the
Linda Cole and Representative environments
"Something can go wrong with
wires
thoseusedfor
type
same
of
as
The forum, one of three held Dawn Mason. Cole served on candidateshow importantit was
the machines,but usually wecatch
to transmit purchase
around the state, was a part of the Washington State Task for them to support higher telephones
rightaway,"Sharpe stated. "We
it
information from theValidinecards
Washington State Higher Force on Higher Education for education.
to the main computer:
didn't
catch it quick enough this
Last year, approximately 1I
Education Day. Governor Mike the past year.
readers,
time."
card
which
are
Allof the
Lowry designated the day as a
The discussion primarily percent of the state's budget
The company providing the
located
in The Chieftain, the
legislature
challenges
candidates focused on the
that went towards higher education.
way for
Cafe, and the
Columbia
Street
to get in touch with higher
Washington's community
See Validities on page 2
See Forum on page 3 Casey Commons as well as The
education.
Cave last week?
It's not due to higher prices.
Instead,it'sacaseofcrossed wires
inCampion Hall that'stakenabite
out of dozens of student Validine

Eshelman speaks at
higher education forum

I
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NEWS
LearningCenter to Host LunchDiscussions

The Learning Center will hold brown-bag discussions

Wednesdaysfrom 12:00-1:00. The sessions,which willbeheldin
theSUBroom205. wiIIbegearedtowardstudent success strategies.

Topics for theLearningCenterdiscussionsinclude:organization,

readingandretention, writing, lest takingandmath. The forums
willbeheld by variousLearningCenterspecialistsand professors.
HonoraryDegree Recipientsto be Nominated

Nominations for honorary degreesat Commencement 1 997 are
now beingaccepted. Allnominations require relevantbackground
information as well asa statement describing why theindividual
should behonored.
Thedeadline for nominations is Oct.23. Nomination forms are
available in Administration 109. For more information, call 296-

Free Computer Courses Available
Seattle University offers free computer courses for students,
faculty and staffmembers. The one-day classes, which typically
last no longer than two hours,are taught on a variety of subjects
including internet use, introduction and advanced classes for
specific computer programs and webpages.
For more information about the classes,call 296-5550.

As part ofNational Depression ScreeningDay Oct. 10, Green
River Community College willoffer free depression screening.
Participants will be asked to complete an anonymous written
screening test for depression andhave the opportunity to discuss
the results withamental health professional.
Thescreeningandinformational workshopon causes,symptoms
and treatmentsofdepressionwi11beheld attheLindbloomStudent
Center from 2-4:00 p.m. and 6-8:00 p.m. Formore information,
contact JulieFrench at 833-9111 ext. 2430
Graduation Application Deadlines
Applications for students applyingfor graduation are dueNov.
1 for those wishing to graduate in Winter or Spring Quarters and
Feb. 1for those graduating inFall or Summer Quarters.
Gay,Lesbian andBisexualCommunities Celebrated
Inresponse to October as Gay,Lesbian and Bisexual History
Month, theNorthwest Lesbian and GayHistory MuseumProject
issponsoringSeattle'sdiversity throughspecial tours andexhibits.
Walking toursofPioneer Square willfeature significantplaces
to Seattle's gay and lesbian community. In addition, an exhibit

entitled Queen City Comes Out documents Seattle's gay and
lesbian community. For more information on the upcoming
events,contact theNorthwest Lesbian andGayHistoryMuseum
Project at gayhistnw@aol.com.
In addition, the Northwest AIDS Foundation is sponsoring a
NationalComingOutDayrally tomorrow,Oct.11from4:4s-5:45
p.m. Thecelebration willtake place at Victor Steinbrueck Park,
adjacent toPikePlace Market.
■

JoseAlas to Speak ofExperiences inElSalvador
"Chencho" Alas will speak Oct.17 on conflict resolution
andnonviolence practicesbeingtaughtand practicedbySalvadoran
communities.
Oneof the originators of theBase Christian Community model
in El Salvador, Alashas beeninEl Salvador. Alas will speak in
Bannan 401 from 4-6:00p.m. For more information,contact the
School of Theology and Ministry at 296-5330.
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The sounds of KSUB hit
Bellarmine Hall
Station makes debut on 1330 AM
MEGAN MCCOID

ManagingEditor

After months of making
preparations one step at a time,
KSUB took a bigleap this fall one
that landed the radio station on
campus airwaves.
Seattle University's first radio
station iscurrentlybroadcastinginto
Bellarmine Hall via a carrier
transmitter system. This comes
after a trial run of airing in The
Chieftain last year as DJs and
managers learned the ropes of the
broadcast booth.
Even though KSUB has taken
such a big step, there is still a ways
to go before it can becomea fully
operational radio station.
"Things are running right now.
but haphazardly until everything's
in place,"said Father John Foster,
SJ.KSUB's facultyadvisor."We're
Mandy Matzke / Spectator
still looking for DJs."
"We need a regular schedule for
Justin Mcßride, afreshman prcmajor, trieshis hand as a DJfor KSUB.
people to really start tuning in,"
The station is planning tobegin regularprogramming next Monday.
said sophomore Kara Storey,
General Manager and Program
KSUB useda "shadowprogram"
Also on KSUB's to-do list is a
Director of KSUB.
at KUBE 93 FM last year to train carrier transmitter hookup to
people
more
DJs, but "there was no hands-on Campion, which Storey says will
"Until we get
involved," Storey continued, "we work involved,"Storey said.
can't really set thingsup."
According to Storey, a show on
Currently,onlyasmallcorestaff KSUB would last two hours and
is at theradio station. According to can be any format the DJ wants.
Storey, many of the station's Half of the music played can be
original staff graduated in the from the DJs own collection, but
spring, leaving the remaining theotherhalf has tobe fromKSUB's
members to rebuild the group.
music library and playlist.
Storey remarked that people
KSUB currently has about 200
around SUhaveshown agreatdeal CDs in stock, Storey said, whichis
ofinterestin the station.KSUB had enough todo shows withright now.
a booth at the Street Fair in late
"We've got a lot of alternative,
September, whereabout 45 people and we'vebeen getting some more
signed up to get involved.
techno and hip-hop CDs lately,"
Storey hopes to buildup the pool Storey remarked. "It's a wide

of DJs at KSUB in order

to get a

more concrete broadcastschedule
set up for the station.
"I'mhopingtogetabout20more
DJs," she said. "We'dlike tobe on
from noon to midnight every day,
and to keep the music constant."
DJs recruited to work at KSUB

would receive all the necessary
training at the station, which is
located in the basement of the
StudentUnion Building.

variety."
The station has signed up with
CMJ, a college music magazine,
Storey said. It is hoped that once
KSUB's playlist gets printed in the

magazine, record companies will
take notice and send the station

more CDs to work with.
"Hopefully we'llbranchout from
there," Storey commented. "We
want to get into some other forms
of music, like jazz."

happenby the endofNovember at
the latest.
Xavier will be the lastto receive
thehookup."It'llbedonewhenwc
get the budget," Father Foster said.

Bellarmine wasaprime candidate
to launch the carrier system.
According to Storey, the layout of

the building was simpler for the
electrical layout that wasinvolved.
Also, "Bellarminehad the most
people that could be reached with
the money that we had," Storey
said.
Bellarmine willbetheonlyplace
on campus at which to hear KSUB
broadcasts for now. TheChieftain
didn't invite the station tocontinue
broadcasting there, Storey stated.

Storey added that the Columbia
Street Cafe has offered to give the
station the opportunityto do some
after-hours broadcasts there.
Anyradio inBellarmine can be
tuned in to KSUB at 1330 AM.
Regular broadcasthours areplanned
tostart this comingMondayat noon.

Validines: Wiring eats away food plans
From page 1
Validine system andthe computers
themselvesare notto blame for the
disappearing money, Sharpe said.
They have been serving Seattle
University's food service for 15
years and there have never been
any major problems.

Approximately 100- 150accounts
have been affected by the wiring
problem, Sharpe estimated,
dependingon howmuchtraffic The
Cave experiencedat the endof last
week.Mostareprobably Campion
residents, she said.

Staff in the FoodService office
havebeen workingall week to find
out which students have received
significantlosses in their accounts
through purchases in Campion,
according toSharpe. This is being
done by looking through a hard
copy of last week's Validine
activity.
"There is alwaysa backupcopy
of all transactions," Sharpe
explained. "The computer system
automatically records every single
transaction onpaper."
Food Service staff have been
going through these records by

hand, checkingeverysingle student
account by identification number.

Any money that has been lost is
replaced by referring to an earlier
account totalonrecord,Sharpe said.
Due to the individual nature of
the process, these account
reparations won't be completed
until the endof this week.

The Spectator.
More fun than a pantful of
weasels!
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ASSU international and
freshman elections approach
10 vie for freshman rep. position; only one international candidate
least 48 hours prior to the hours a week to ASSU
candidate forum to participate activities.
Voting booths willbe located
andmust signarelease allowing
chair of the ASSU elections campaign supplies.
transcript
in Pigott Auditorium, the
All candidates must be ASSUaccess to their
It is time to elect ASSU committee chair, there was a
representatives for the freshman problem with renewingher visa enrolled as full-time students 96 hours before the final StudentUnion Building,and the
Administration Building.
class and international students. and so she could not return to at S.U.and maintain a 2.5 GPA election.
must
form
Thereare fewer locations this
representatives
All
during their term.
This year there are ten SU.
because, according to
up
year
a
board
made
addition,
may
constituency
candidates
In
There will be a primary and a
candidates for freshman
Ihnen,
it is easier to control
official
and
five
using
a limited of the elected
representative and one for final election for the freshman campaign
voters
theelectoral process
group
they
members
of
the
and
posters,
creative
international representative, representativeunless oneof the number of
way.
represent.
that
candidates receives more than promotions and wordof mouth.
Yonghee Kirn.
Polls will be open from 8a.m.
Representatives are also
Campaigning forthe elections fifty percentof the vote. ASSU Posters may only be put up in
at
to
to
of
8 p.m. on voting days. All
expected
and
be
a
member
any
worthy
designated
areas
began yesterday and will is confident that a
activity
least
two
committees
students
are allowed to vote in
standing
libelous
continue until the final elections representative will be elected. slanderous or
fifteen all elections.
average
an
of
and
devote
on Oct. 22.
There will be a
candidate forum on
Monday, Oct. 14 in the
we
quad.Each candidate will
introductory
give a short
now, any
speech and respond to a
question asked by an
a
ASSU representative.
terrance ihnen,
Primary elections will
Childcare
be held the next day and
Elections Committee Chair
Part time childcare / mother's helper wanted. Mon,
the top two candidates
Tue,Thurs,Fri from 2:45-6 pm for a third grade girl
from the primary will
advance to final elections
in the Capital Hill area. Must have car, insurance and
the followingTuesday.
"I think, of the pool we have is prohibited.
excellent references. Call 323-3449.
Candidates are not required
With only oneperson running now, any one of them will do a
to campaign if they do not think
for International representative, good job," Ihnen said.
are
it
is necessary.
the primary for that election will
The rules for the election
standard.
All
Candidate write-ins for the
election
Childcare / babysitters wanted for occasional evefairly
serve as the final.
election
are allowed, but they
pre-approved
must
be
The former international materials
nings. Easy going third gradegirl in the Capital Hill
representative, Sara Daza, was by ASSU and the Campus must notify the ASSU office at
area. Call 323-3449.

SARA CHRISTENSEN
StaffReporter

not up for re-election this year.
According to Terrance Ihnen,

Assistance Center. There is a
$100 cap on purchasing

have
/ think, of the pool
one of them will do
goodjob.
assu

Forum: Candidates spout off their
thoughts about higher education

BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT VOLUNTEERS
Your compassionate support can help a Hospice family
adjust to life after the death of their loved one. Join the
VISITINGNURSE SERVICES Hospice team as a
bereavement volunteer to reach out to others in your
community. Training and Support provided. For
information call Maria Andrews 548-2402.

From page 1
UW
President Richard
McCormick cited that the state
contributes approximately
$6,000 per student at his
university as a way to keep
tuition down.
SPU President Paul Eaton
said that while private
universities,such as SU, do not
receive as much money as the
UW, the state does give them
some money.
SU
students received
approximately $524 per person
during the 1995-96 school year,
according to Financial Aid and

TheLoft Cafe
Inside City Books at 1305 Madison. Open Mon-Sat
10-4. Bring this ad in for 50 cents of any purchase
over $1.00.

HOSPICE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Open your heart to a family facing the terminal illness
of a loved one. VISITINGNURSE SERVICES
Hospice volunteers provide caring, in home support to
Hospice families. If you have four hours a week to
give, please consider this unique opportunity.
Ryan Nishio

/ Photo Editor

Student Employment.
Acting PresidentJohn Eshelman wasone ofsixuniversity administrators
Administrators also touched speaking at Washington
State HigherEducation Day.
on the difficulties they have in
integrating their students into financial aid,"Eshelman added. candidate showed a real concern
Onecandidate mentioned that regarding how universities are
the surrounding community.
Washington's
private colleges currently spending their money.
think
a
"I
there's
real
Rudy McCoy, a Republican
temptation to look at higher are far ahead the state colleges
education as a way to prepare in the area of technology,such candidate for the House of
for immediate jobs," Eshelman as computer science. Eshelman Representatives, worried that
said. "It's really about said that it is one of the hardest colleges are spending more
things for universities to adapt money on faculty then they are
preparing for the long-run."
on financial aid. McCormick
McCormick added that to.
Candidates spent much of assured McCoy that his fear was
meeting the financial aid
demands of more and more the forum adressing the not so.
Students, faculty and staff
students is difficult for a public administrators' concerns.
members,
who
attended
While most
from UW to Seattle
school like the UW.
CentralCommunityCollege
to
responsive
to
the
"The independent colleges were
colleges
with
help the state

-

Activism! Part Time Jobs That Really Matter
Heart of America Northwest is campaigning to stop
Hanford from becoming a nuclear bomb factory! We're
looking for motivated, articulate people to join our
grassroots outreach team. No door to door, not high
pressured. P/Teves, will train. Call Tiffany for info
382-1031.
Classified Advertising is a great (and cheap) way to get
your message out. Sell your old stuff, find the help you
want, advertise what you want. Sorry, but no personals. The cost is $2.00 per line for business opertunities,
and $ 1.00 per line for SU students and staff. Call
Meredith at 296-6474 for more information on how to
place your ad!
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Candidates: gubernatorial contenders spar as election nears
career.
at a glance
belifs
The
candidates
1
From page
from his political

In contrast,religionplays a piv-

ernment supported human services.
"I am very much concerned
about Mrs. Craswell's wanting to
get government out of so many

said.
Locke's legcriticized
Craswell
islative record and questioned
areas," Locke

whetherher opponent was "instep
with voters" and refuted Locke's
job trainingproposals.
"The best trainingis to givethem
a job,"Craswell said, citing Wisconsin and Oregon as states with
successful programs which employ welfare recipients.
Although Craswell admits welfare problems cannot be solved
overnight, she did indicate ihat
she supports a welfare program
that would include "neighbors
helpingneighbors"and communities and churches rather than the
government.

in turn, criticized
Craswell's belief in eliminating
Locke,

state support

transportation, wel-

fare and homeless programs and
calledherplan to cut 30percent of
the stale's taxes 'fiscally irresponsible."
Locke also reinforcedhis belief
in homeless programs that
Craswell indicated she wouldlike
to see taken over by the private

otal role inCraswell's politics.
The Bible plays a very important role inmy policymaking decisions," Craswell said. "My faith is
the most important thing to me."
Craswell said shewouldnotsupport a statewide bill protecting gay
andlesbian rights becauseshe feels
homosexualityis a lifestylechoicc.
The debate, sponsored by SeattleUniversity,KIRO-TV and the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer,was the
second in a series of debates
beween Craswell and Locke. The
debate panel included Seattle University studentMichelle Alexander
along with Essex Porter of KIROTV and Michael Paulson of the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

m&L*.

Mm

Gary Locke,
Democrat

Ellen Craswell,
Republican

The debate comes as the two

candidates enter theirlast monthof
campaigning for GovernorMike
Lowry's seat in Olympia.
Both Craswell and Locke came

out on top after a primary campaign of musical chairs had six
Democrats and eightRepublicans
vying for twoseats in the gubernatorial race.The largeprimary field
included Seattle MayorNormRice
and King County Prosecutor
Malcng.
Craswell, a 64-year old grandmother, is known for her strong
Christian beliefsandconservative
politics. -A former stale senator.
Craswell represents much of what
the ChristianCoalitionstands for,
including opposing abortion and
adoptionsby homosexualcouples.

Age: 64

ABe:

Experience: Former state senator

Experience: Former state legislator,
Current KingCounty executive

try to repeal the GrowthManagement
.Act."t would
I
not support same sex marriages. I

would

was a strong supporter of "three-strikes-you'reout." Theseare allareasthat we woulddiffer very
muchon." (SeattlePost-Intelligencer, Sept. 19)

In addition, Craswell has contemplated the possibility of
privatizing slate funded universities and wants to eliminate the
slate role in everything from sellsector.
ing liquor to investigating child
"I am a great supporter of the
abuse.
Housing Trust Fund," Locke said,
Thus far, thePoulsbonative has
referring to a programbenefitting
earned an endorsement from Rethe homeless.
publican U.S. Sen. Slade Gorton
Craswell's conservative grassThe differences between
and Republican state house maCraswell and Locke were re-em- roots campaign won the primary jority leader Dale Foreman.
phasized when questioned about election with a team of volunteers Forman, Craswell's formeroppoboththeroleofreligioninpolitics and withoutany television adver- nent, has offered to speak on her
tising.
and gay and lesbian rights.
behalf in Eastern Washington.
Ifelected,Craswellhas said she
"They [gays and lesbians) are
valuedmembersof oursociety and would oppose various state taxes
tax, motor
should not be discriminated including an income
against," saidLocke, whoalsobe- vehicleexcise tax and thebusiness
lieves in separating his religious and occupation tax.

"We [Craswell and I] have fundamental differences. I
believe governmentis asafety net to takecare
of our most vulnerable citizens, young and old."
(SeattlePost-Intelligencer,Sept. 19)

In contrast to Craswell's conservative anti-tax message,
Locke's platform has focused on
improving education and creating
jobs. If elected, he aims to target
tax cuts to those businesses that
educateand train workersand their

families.
Locke,46, also supportstougher

and longer sentences for violent
juvenileoffenders. In a law enforcementendorsementsimilar to
one President Clinton recently
gained, Lockehas beensupported
by the largest police organization

OpectA'tor

in the state, the Washington State
Council ofPolice Officers.
UnlikcCraswell,Locke support
a woman'sright tochoose anabor
tion and does not support the
"three- strikes-you're-out" man
dalory sentencinginitiative.
Locke, a former state legislato
and current King County Exccu
live, has also said he would support,if necessary,a gas tax to pay
for transportation improvements.
The two candidates will face off
Nov. 5 during Washington state's

general election.

First Interstate I

Advertising.

Wells Fargo |

Your ship has come in..

Coming Through

for Students!
Look for us on campus or in a branch neor you
Sign up and receive a free T-shirt, while supplies last.

STA Travel now offers
on

domestic travel.

PSST! Goinj somewhere else? STA Travelhas great studentairfares todestinations around the world.

Get to the SU community
through The Spectator.
Published weekly.
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Looking for some awesome fun?
Like to write?
Like to get the inside scoop first?
Got a nose for news?
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I Spectator'sNewsDepartment!Thisjob
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at The Spectator.
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\Jool. energetic
lolks are needed to serve as INews and features
o
way to g?et real lite journalistic experience!
reporters. It s a
A minimum ol 5 tours a week commitment reauired.No experience is neccessarJ however some is nelplul.
All reporters are required to attend a weekly reporters meeting
to c?et stories assignments, deadline and snare leedback.
O

O

Jor more info, call Teri Anderson at 296-6476 or stop by tne
Spectator offices, located in tne basement of tne Student
Union Building
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New coach is helping
SU debate team get
back on track
Martin Horn is leading an effort to
revive interest in the program
ADRIANA JANOVICH

Staffßeporter

SeattleUniversity's new debate
coach, Martin Horn,would like to
fulfill high hopes of expansion
for the school's small debate
team, which currently has three
members.
"I hope to expand the scopeof
theprogram,encouragemore folks
toparticipateand
help debaters
achieve as much
success as they
can," Horn said.
"So far, the most

ponents. One component is the
team activity of debate in which
two person teams argue different

sides of a given topic in rounds.
The teams work together to research potential topics, prepare
their arguments and predict what
opposing teams willargue at tournaments.

only staff mem-

bcrinvolved with

in Wichita, Kansas dur-

ing the first weekend in
April."Hopefully, at least
one team from SU will

Thisyear's topic: whether ornot workhardenoughto go,"
the U.S. should increase regula- Horn said.
Horn, originallyfrom a
tions requiring itsindustries to reduceenvironmentalpollu-

[Debate] lets

challcngingthing
is getting up to
speed."
Horn is the

andHorn hopes togo to a
few extra-regional tournaments as well.
This year's national
tournament will be held

people know you
can think, argue
and present.
Martin Horn,
Seattle

E"he

other

of the

t

is
npetitive
igram

ich indiviciuals give
persuasive or

informative

dehaitc and I'inds
speeches, or
University
himself scramdramatic
Debate Coach readings.
bling to recruit
team members
Tournaand keep up with the logistics.
ments typically last all weekend
He encourages students who are with preliminaries on Friday and
interested in debate toparticipate. Saturday and the outrounds - or
There arc novice and junior divi- finals -on Sunday.
sions for those with little experi"One of the nice things about
ence.
debate is that you get to travel all
SU's debate programis a mem- over the country,"Horn said.SU
ber of the Cross Examination De- participates in a series of tournabate Association andhas twocom- ments in the Pacific Northwest,

Yoar Articles Wanted
for the New Dr Pepper Web Site

small town in western
Kansas,

became interested in debate during his
senioryear of highschool
with the encouragement
of his composition
teacher.He won his first
debateanddiscoveredhis

"I thought, 'this is
cool!'" Hornsaid.
He wona debate scholarship and debated four
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
years at Kansas State
MartinHorn isthe newdebate coach at Seattle University.
University. There, Mary
Keehner, Horn's coach, mentor, speech are two of the most valu- ships which were held in
and friend,shattered his conserva ableactivities to be involved with Bellingham that year.
tive (midwestern Kansas) view in college,"Hornadded. "Youcan
"It's beautiful: the hills, trees,
points. "She's a flaming liberal,' learn a lot of things about a lot of and green.I
go back to Kansas just
he explained."She exposedme to issues and refine research skills to to remind myself why Imoved
a lotof new ideas and wasinstru- find out about any given topic here," Horn said.
mental to my success indebate."
quickly. Then it gives you the opHe spent last year as the asAfter graduating withaB.A. in portunity to discuss them with sistant debate coach at the Univercommunications and a master'sde- some ofthe brightestpeople inthe sity of Puget Sound in Tacoma,
andisnow here at SeattleUnivergree in rhetoric, Horn worked a country.
jobs
seriesof
"It'salsoanice tie-breaker on a sity.
that tookhimarounc
theNorthwest and the westcoast. resume. It lets peopleknow you
"Ireally like the campus. SU is
He went back to Kansas to decide can think, argueand present."
small enough to be personable in
what he wanted to do. Horn
The Northwest first interested the middle ofalotofcool things to
coached debate at Kansas State Horn in 1991 during his senior do.It has thegreatcombination of
University for three years.Two of year of college. He noticed the a small campus feelin themiddle
his teams made it to the finalround beauty of the landscape driving of the big city.I
enjoy it greatly,"
ofnationals.
from Kansas to Washington for Horn said.
"Ithink debate and competitive the National Debate ChampionIn addition to coaching debate, Horn teaches freshman English. Next quarter he will begin
teaching public speaking for the
Communications Department.
In his free time, Horn, an
avid reader and science fiction
junkie,enjoysreadingthrillers that
arenotparticularly deepas abreak
from debate.He also loves tocook.
SU's first competitionof the
year is the Lewis andClark Tournament, October 11-13.

Air Force
Clinical Nursing

Benefits

Dr Pepper com willbe launched October '96 and we want your
submssions for the site's interactive Web-nne. 'In Yoar Own Opinion'
All published contrmutors willreceive world-wide exposure, a free
Dr Pepper T-shirt, and a chance to wina t-000 scholarship
ana ayear's supply of DrPepper/
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Well-liked engineering professor dies
ingsomething."
Of course,

JAMES FIGUEROA
FeaturesEditor

"Between the
of us,"
Robel stated,
"we taught every
single
coursein the department."
two

Viggers did not
limit his hob-

Robert F. Viggers, a Seattle
University mechanical engineeringprofessor whohelpedstabilize
his department and nurture it towardacademicexcellence,diedof
cancer over the summer. He was
73 years old.
Viggers served as the chairperson of the Mechanical Engineering department for five years before retiringin1989, endingalong
career at Seattle University that
spanned forty years. He was also

heavily involved in heart research
in relation to fluid dynamics.
In recent years, Viggers was
known at SU as a dedicatedhandball player, reserving a court at
Connolly Center every week with
three other players.
"Heliked sports, hiking,skiing,
sailing, fishing and mountain
climbing," said longtime friend
StephenRobel, who playedhandball withViggers and workedwith
himin themechanicalengineering

department. "He was always do-

bies to outdoor
activities. During his time at
Seattle University,Viggerswas
also associated
with the Hope
Heart Institute.

Viggers also
helped teach

sign artificial
heart valves by
building models that simu-

lated the movement ofbloodin

a heart.Someof

hisothcrprojects
includeda simulation of a lunar

outside the department, including civil
and chemical

that."

engineering,
physics and
mathematics.
1972,
In
Viggers saved
his department
from certain

As a teacher, Viggers was well
liked by the students. "He never

death.
COURTESY OF PUBLICATIONS OFFICE

Robert F. Viggers diedofcancer onAugust 30.Hehad taughtat Seattle

landing project Universityforforty years.
and a device to allow heavy oil to exploreall kindsof questions."
be used as fuel in a diesel tank.
Viggers' range in engineering
"He really wasa working engi- was wide. According toRobel,the
neer," saidArlene Wechezak, his two professors led almost the enco-worker at the Hope Institute tire department during its formaand significant other. "He would tive years.

attleUniversity shouldconcentrate
on Artsand Sciences.
"He started calling around to
companyexecutives likeBoeing
-and set up a large meeting about
the department. Hemade sure that
the university administration was
at the meeting. The executives
praised the school so much and
helped promote it, there was a
steady rise [in enrollment] after

some courses

He helpedto develop and de-

gram,"Robel explained, pointing
out that many people felt that Se-

That

year, Boeing
began to lay off

students left the school.Suddenly,
there was increasing doubt about
continuing the program. "A good
numberof faculty didn't think we
should have an engineering pro-

talked down to anyone, andnever
gotimpatient," Wechezakrecalled.
"Instead, he would gently try another way until you felt comfort-

able."
Viggers alsohadareputationas
a greatstoryteller,andloved to telI
jokes.
"Youmight consider him oneof
the finest menI've ever known,"
Robel said nostalgically,"andI'ye
known a lot of men."

Your father's garage was never like this
Popular new pool hall has mellow, partying atmosphere
JAMES FIGUEROA
Features Editor
It sounds like a rock band, and

its location between a parking
structureand a warehouseis indistinct. But Garage, a pool hall, bar
and restaurant converted from its
namesakebuilding,is anythingbut

ordinary.
Located on Broadway, a few
yards north of Madison, the pool
hall is right next door to Seattle
University. Butthere has not been
any concentrated effort to cater to
SeattleUniversitystudents, inlarge
part because the Garage has been
so successful.
"Friday andSaturday it'sazoo,"
said Garage manager Jess
Hildebrand. "We have 5 or 6hun-

dred people running around."
Many of those people are SU
students whohave discovered the
night spot despite the lack of advertising.
Thereare eighteenpooltables to
play on, and even a shuffleboard
table that is particularly popular
on weekends.
Although the business is good,
the hectic atmosphere isnot really
what theGarage owners werelooking for. "We'd prefer [it] to be
more mellow, a little more relaxed," Hildebrand explained.
He later qualified his remarks.
"I don'tmind the weekends it's
like a bigparty."
The relaxed atmosphere comes

-

Ryan Nishio

A poolplayer lines up his shot ononeofthe eighteen tables available at the Garage. The pool hall aims for arelaxedatmosphere.
on weekdays and Sundays, when
thecollegecrowdis goneandCapi-

tal Hillresidents are predominate.
Sundays, when thegay and lesbian
crowd tends to gather, are also
ladies' nights. Tuesdays haverecentlybeen designatedfordiscounts
with the purchase ofa dinner.
The Garage is owned by Alex

/ Photo editor

and Jill Rosenast, who also own
thebasement-like Temple,and who

lease of Pearl Jam's latest album
"It was more of a space decion opening night. Radio station sion," Hildebrand stated. "They
recently sold the RKCANDY. KNDD held a listener party that were actually looking for the inPearl JamguitaristMike McCready brought in some heavy business.
dustrial type of atmosphere."
and producerKellyCurtis alsohave
The novelty of having a
rr-?]
poolhallina garagewas no' NOGIMMICKS
small ownershiproles.
U*vl
EXTRAINCOME
NOW!
In addition to having two fa- an idea that the Rosenasts ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600 $800 .very mk
mous names attached, the Garage initially set out to accom- Ffm DataUs: SASE to
InternationalInc.
was aided by the simultaneous re- plish.
137S Conay IslandAw.
Brooklyn, ftow York 11730
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Hallucinations and
Death Rays
A Theatre Under theInfluence is proud to present "TheLaboratory of Hallucinations" for your displeasure this spooky season.

Right down 10th avenue between Pike and Union is the the old
Union Garage which has been transmogrified into a great little
theatre. Oct. 18 Nov.3,enjoy what theSeattle Times called,"drop
fun with "Doctor
dead funny." Next, double your disemboweling
Gorlifs DeathRay," runningOct. 3 1 Nov.17. For more informa-

-

tion, call 720-1942.

"

"ColdComfort Farm.
Rufus Sewell (Seth). Kate Beckinsale (Flora)and theirfashionablypiercedfriend ofCourtesy
of Chris Capstick
Photo

DownHome on "Cold Comfort Farm"
DONALD MABBOTT
Arts andEntertainment

material for her first novel.
She findsmore than shebargained
Editor
for,however,in the oddStarkadder
family ofCold Comfort Farm.
Under the iron fist of reclusive
Quirky,weirdorhilarious- whatever the adjective,consider seeing matriarch Ada Doom, the family's
the new comedy from Academy tendencytowardpoorhygiene,proAward-winning director John miscuity and pessimissism is seemSchlesingcr,"ColdComiortFarm." ingly too powerful for Flora's
Banking on the resurgence of cheery, upper-crusty ways.
classics from the likes of Jane
Even after Flora buys the deAusten and Mary Louise Akott,

crepit but kindly farm-hand a nice

dissent and coincidental remodeling of thefarm tobeaplaceof hope,
joy and fewerdiseases.
One by one, all the membersof
the family go off to seek their true
passionand shake offthesuppresing
and aromatic lifeon the farm.
All in all, fairFlora manages to
breakupan arrangedmarriage,hook
the resident hunk Seth (Rufus
Sewell)up with a Hollywood filmmaker, sendthe patriarch ona one-

Schlesinger (Midnight Cowboy, brush to use for dish washing, he man fire and brimstone crusade
Marathon ManandFalcon and the continues to use a tree twig, opting around the worldand get his abanSnowman) has put together a cast
to hang the new scrubrush up as if doned wife into some serious
therapy.
of notable British actors for this it werea religious ornament.
But, as Florabegins to weaveher
charming farce.
Add a fresh coat of paint and
ActressKaleBeckinsale, (Much web of optimismand warmth, she inspired character support from
Ado AboutNothing) plays the re- unearths supressed dreams andde- JoannaLumley(Absolutely Fabucently orphaned Flora Poste, a siresofleavingColdComfort Farm lous) and lan McKellen, "Cold
I93()'s society girl whomust look
in each eccentric member of the Comfort Farm"is sure to deliver a
goodlaughandpossibly-aquiver!?
her
relatives
grimy
to
for survival and
brood.
simultaneously search for catchy
This causes a chain reaction of

"Buffalo Soldier"

comes to The Group
TheGroupTheatreopens its 19thseasonwiththeNA ACPawardwinningproductionof "BuffaloSoldier." Thistribute tosomeofthe
unsung heroes who settled the West, tells the story of a trio offreed
black soldiers whocapture a ComancheChiefandmust then make
a painful choicebetween theirmarching ordersand their principles.
special eventsfor allaudiencesand will
Theplay is surroundedwith
run from Oct. 16 Nov. 10. For more information, contact The
GroupTheatre at 441 1299

- .

"How To Succeed In
Business Without
Really Trying"
TheTonyAward-WinningMusical Comedycomes to theParamount theatre andstars film actor RalphMacchio (The KarateKid
and My Cousin Vinnie) as the wily window washer that makes
good. J. Pierrepont Finch (Macchio) gets the girl, gets the money
but nearlygets the bootin the process. For more information,call
theParamount box office at 622-2733.

"Fountains of Wayne" run dry
Donald Mabbott
Arts andEntertainment
Editor
A press release for anew group/
song-writing team that has the audacity to make comparisons to
—
Lennon-McCartney,eveninjest
is just beggin' for a badreview.
But after a civil, open-minded
listen to the self-titled debut from
"Fountains Of Wayne," there's
nothing thatthepress,TomBrokaw
or even Aquaman can do to save
this lackluster outing.
"Fountains" flirt with the same
juvenilelyrical contentsuccessfully
penned by The Presidents of the

United Slates, Weezer and Pavement, but arcnever able to commit

Photo Courtesy of

Joseph

Cultice
"

Adam Schlesingerand Chris Collingwoodof "Fountains Of Wayne.

to it,
This garbles theirmessage,making them seem sincere when Ihey
may behavin' us on and vice versa.
The same is iruc with their general instrumentation.
There is not enoughcrunch guitar andtoomuchtoypianotoqualiI'y
as a power pop sound, and not
enough of anything else compelling, including singer Chris
Collingwood's voice, todrive any

particular audience.

This lethal combination makes
the band sound as passionate as
Neal Sedakaafter a nastyleg waxing.
From the pre-school pattycake
sound of "Joe Rey" to the
anaesthetizing"PleaseDon' tRock
Me Tonight," the band (if you can
call two musicians in a studio a
band) neverseem tocare toomuch
about content.

So why should we?
While most of thelyrics trivialize
the already mundane, there are
some bright spots.
As is the case with "Leave the
Biker," whichlaments the pains of
having tocompete with tattoos and
facial scars for a babe.
Now his friend leans over and
says, it lookslike we gotus afag /
Iwonder if this guy's read one
word that wasn7 in apornomag/
and I
wonder if he everhas cried
cause his kitten got run over and

died...
"Biker" along with "Radiation
Vibe," the only other catchy tune
on this effort, is enjoying some
moderateairplay on radio stations

aimed at college listeners.
"Radiation Vibe"has a very infectiouschorus witha lotof "Baby

Baby Baby" which has become
increasingly difficult to do.
None the less,it is adefinitehook
and portrays what "Wayne" andhis
"Fountains" are trulycapable "Of."
Other clips lawnover the duo's
light harmony vocals on the CD.
Pop songs demand solid harmony.Ifthis is where the band was
headedthey genuinelyachievedthis
but only on "Biker" and Vibe."
"Fountains" co-songwriter and
multi-musicianAdamSchlesingcr
wrote the titletrack for "ThatThing
YouDo," the new film writtenand
directed by TomHanks.
He beat oul 1,000 other
songwriters lor the honor in a nation-wide contest and deserves
majorkudos for that aceomplisment
alone.

Schlesingeralsoco-producedthifi
CD withChrisShaw(Weezer, Meat
Puppets, Bultholc Surfers) on
Scratchie Records, which
Schlesinger co-owns with D'arcy
andJames Ihaof SmashingPumpkins.
lltakes focus anddedicationtoa
certainvibe toattractdedicated fans.
If "Fountains Of Wayne" have the

courage to take that leap, the fans
will follow.
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Artist Fulgencio Lazo brings some "Magic Color" to SU
him withsuch creativity andcolor.
A fewyearslaterhe wasawarded
a scholarship to the Cornish College of Arts in Seattle, which allowed him to spread his art and
culture here in the Northwest.
"[Lazo]has a greatgraphic sense
anddeals with a lotofsocialissues

Susan Meyers

StaffReporter

What is the magic of colors?
ForartistFulgencioLazo,whose
work is on display at the Kinscy
Gallery thismonth, colorshave the
magic and power to reveal all the
complexitiesof a culture.
The show, whichruns October I
to November I, is entitled "MagicalColor:PaintingsandPrints"and
exhibits the intensity of abstract
color and movement that characterize the work of this new artist.
Lazoborrowspeopleandobjects,
soundandcolors from his original
homein Oaxaca,Mexicoand transports them to a timelcssness and
placelessness that is bright, tree,

and joyful.
"The reason for manifesting my
art," he says,"is to find a personal,
concrete, and common language
based ontheindividualelementsof
myindigenousZapotcc culture.My
intention is to offera simple understanding that can be shared with a
wideraudience."
The pieces in "Magical Color"
include paintings, etchings, and

/Dream ofFreedom — oil on canvas, 38 by 27inches, 1996

Patterns give the art a further
sense of lightand movement,as do
variedbrush strokes and overlappingcolors.
Freedom is a major aspect of
Lazo's art. Place and time are unspecified,recognizingandconnect-

woodcut prints. Women are the
central figures because,according
to Lazo,they are the power figures
in his culture.
The power of Lazo's figures is
heightened by their loose, ghostlike movement and intense colors.
There is no dead space in these

ing all places and all times.
His characters are hopeful and
dancing; his brushstrokes, whether

pictures. Lazo uses animals and

brisk or thick and layered, always

ritualistic masks to represent his
ancient culture while drawing on
objects like kitesand umbrellas to
tie the past to the present.

feel spontaneous.
Most importantly, Lazo's art is
about the beauty of cultural freedom.

"these images
are not literal,
they are
symbolic of a
magical "
dimension.
Andrew Shulz

He says of his people, "We live
through colorsand lights which are
sweet and happy whilefull of sour
events."
Fulgencio Lazo hasn't always

been an artist, nor has he always
been so aware of hisculture.
Throughout adolescence he neglected to take an art class because
he didn't seea financial future for

himself as an artist.In 1985, when
hefinallyenrolled at the University
of Oaxaca,Mexico, he discovered
not only acareer but a way to celebrate the heritage that had filled

at the same time,"said Dr.Andrew
Shulz intheFine Arts Department.
Dr.Shulz is in charge of selectingartists from the community for
display in the Kinsey Gallery.
The gallery,funded by theDean's
office, sponsors three or four exhibits a year from outside artists.
The goal is to create a "bridge
between Seattle U and the larger
community" Shulz said.His focus
is on emerging artistsand "art that
would not be seeninother places."
Shulz wasdrawn toLazo's work
becauseit brings anewperspective
to campus.
"This is a culturalnarrative,"he
said. "[The pictures] tell stories,
but these images are not literal,
they are symbolic of a magical dimension and take us to places enhanced by Lazo-Amaya's imagination."
TheKinseyGalleryalso exhibits
student andfaculty art. The Senior
Exhibition during June is a longstandingevent.
Also, last May, a show debuted
to compliment the campus literary

magazine,Fragments.
The KinseyGallery is located on
the first tloorofthe Casey building
on the far sideof theDean's reception office.
Stop by at noonon October15th
for a talk by Fulgencio Lazo concerninghis work.

Themoods of Sheryl Crow
teri Anderson
Executive Editor
In a world of gender-bending,
instrument-clanging music, it is
hard to find a musican that can
create beautiful,meaningfulmusic

and still sell a couple of records.
Sheryl Crow has always been
anything but ordinary.
Hernew self-titled, self-produced
release is one of the most exciting
contributions to modernpop to hit
record stores inmonths.
Releasedlast month, thenew CD
offers a wide range of inlluenccs
sure toplease the most demanding

listener.
The lyricsrange in stories about
tailingin loveallthe way to killing
a neighbor.
Keyboard,guitarand percussion
arrangementsare allCrowneeds to
create moods spanning warmth
and angst with a constant underlying theme that suggests Crow is
still searching and changing her
musical identity.
The singer drew criticism from
the Wal-Mart discount chain last
monthfor "Loveis a Good Thing,"
in which Crow sings of a child
buying a gun at a Wal-Mart store
and eventually turning to a life of

violence.
Even though the songis meantas
a way to encourage kids to live

peacefully, Wal-Mart officials
bannedthereleasefromtheirchain
because of the gun reference.
Crow receivedthegrammy award
for "Best Female Artist" a couple
of years ago for her debut album
"Tuesday Night Music Club."
That album drew rave reviews
forthe hit songs, "AllIWannaDo"

rather simple tune thatis brought to
lifeby incorporatinghumorous lines
and phrases thatmakethe songa lot
of fun to listen to.
"She likes the way she looks in
herCamaro/ Shelikes lingerie but
he prefers to wear a sombrero /
She's so famous on theblock / She

and "Leaving Las Vegas."

clock"

By all means,her latesteffort is

muchmore exciting.
Every piece sounds refreshing
and different, thanks toa varietyof
lyricaland dynamic sounds.
"If It Makes You Happy," the
first major release, is awesome,.
Crow uses her trademark graveled voice to get listeners to pay
attention to the chorus.
"If it makes you happy/It can 't
be thatbad / Ifit makes you happy
/ Then why the hell are you so

sad?"
This piece is about the
individual'sabilitytokeep theloved
ones and family members of our
lives happy,sometimesagainsttheir
will.
Crow artistically maintains the
songs somber tone byusing a driving bass guitar line.
The song has already caused a
number of people to take note of
Crow and buy the new CD.
Another great song on this new

effort from Crow, "Oh Marie," is a

stumbles home around four 'o
The song reallymakes no sense
at allbut shows a sideofCrow that
has becomemore andmorepopular
in popmusic thesedays, whichis to
fearlessly letyourself go and have
a good time with your music.
Thank Godsomething sonatural
has becomepopularagain.

For themost part,allofthe pieces
include lightheartedlyrics.
Others, such as "Loveis a Good
Thing,"slowdownand take amore
serious tone.
The great thing aboutthis whole
release is that eachsongdeals with
a different subject, maintains the
sameinstrumentation yethas aseparatesoundandmood (breachpiece.
After her first release as partof a
band, Crow exhibitedstar quality
like some peoplelight yearsahead
otherin theenterlainmcntindustry
woulddie for.
Now, Crow has

the potential but

the obligation to prove to the
world that she is more than a onehit wonder.
not

Sheryl Crow

photo Coutesy of

asm Records
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If we only had a hammer...

Lab upgrade
slows students

computers adorning

Much excitement has beengeneratedover the new Folkner,
Executive
the computer labs here at Seattle University.Charlie
weekthat
student
last
Spectator
Director ofInformation Services, told the
with
the
but
computers,
the
old
labs were operating at a crawl because of
a
lot
taster
and
run
completed
assignments
new ones studentscould enjoy
certainlydelight students
thanbefore.Less timeinthecomputer lab would
schedule.
into
a
crammed
everything
already rushing to lit

devices do
The onlyproblem is, many of these technologically current
since
agood
workplaces,
little more than decoratethe tables in these busy
those
to
portion of them are not ready for use by students. In addition
for
electronic
yet
equipped
without any workingcapacity, many are not
$200,000and $300,000
mail.Itseems strange that,after investingbetween
actually
less computers to use than
lor 145 new computers, there arc
before.
This is causing students significant problems. One non-traditional
handlinghis classload
student whohas to worklongshifts in addition to
process
a
which took him
papers,
of
one
his
of
came in to print off a copy
one
only
printer up and
there
was
Apparently
complete.
over an hour to
running in the lab at that
time, so the printer was
dealing with input akin to

It seems strange that,
after investing between

$200,000 and $300,000
for 45 new computers,
there are actually less
computers to use than

before.

rush-hour traffic onan1-5
arterial. This createsauserunfriendly situation.

Another situation which
creates concern is the dispersal Of the old lab computers,which willbeplaced
in an allocation pool and
distributed to those who
submitted requests to the
tnfonrattoa

Techno\ogy

Policy Committee. Why
give these computers
away? No, they aren't

suited to exceptional
Web,
but they wouldcertainly
oreven
World
Wide
programs
the
graphics
some
sort.
also cut down on
writing
lor
a
lab
of
This
would
adequate
be
How to themainlabson campusnow, which wouldlessenwaitingtimeand
printer demandin the other computer labs.
Even iIthecomputersaren'tgoing tobe used to formanother permanent
lab, there is no reason not to use them until all of the new systems are
functioning. Students deserveto have reasonable access to the computers
they have paid for.It'sridiculous to spendso muchmoney on something
which has becomelittlemore than a time-consuming inconvenience.

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Teri Anderson,
Megan McCoid and Staci McDaniel. Signed commentaries
and cartoons reflect the opinions of the authors and not
neccessarily thoseof The Spectator, that of Seattle University
or its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be no more than300 words in length and must include signatures, addressesand telephonenumbers forverification during
daytime hours. Thedeadline for lettersis Wednesday at 3 p.m.
All letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator.Sendletters via campusmail or the postal service to:
The Spectator, Seattle University, 900 Broadway,Seattle, WA
98122, or send e-mail to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Stigma means youths lack support
Ultra-conservatives forget both family and
values with political campaigns
I'm back, with more wisdom to
share and axes to grind. Miss me?
It's 1996, the last election year
before the turn of the century (I
know that tecrynicaUy the century
isn't overuntilthe end of 2000, but
bear with me for the sake of the
KHOA NGUYEN
column). We are in a progressive
age, advancing towards an even
more progressive future.Surely I'm
family is soimportant, why arc
not the only one who has noticed
re
and
at
somanystories ofteens being
times excesthe widespread
out of their homes and beWorld
Wide
Web
adthrown
sive use of
after having toldtheir
products
ingdisowned
fordifferent
dresses in ads
parents about their sexual orienta(i.e.,

RANT
&RAVE

Kf

tion?
www.spam.eat.it.and.dic.com).
when
The answer is simple: We don't
so,
there
are
times
Even
this country's political beliefs and live in a progressive age, at least
social attitudes seem to retlect a when it comes to social attitudes
abouthomosexuality.Currentantidifferent, intolerant and less progressive era (think:MiddleAges). gay attitudes stem largely fromulManyofthesebeliefs fall underthe tra-conservatives, hypocrites like
popular headingof"family values." Newt Gingrich, whois a vocalsupAnd those most likely to espouse porterof familyvalues,exceptwhen
such values, especially in an elec- it comes to hislesbian sister (God
tion year, are the ultra-conserva- forbid- or didHe?).
So much fear and hatred are fostives.Pat Robertson is one. So is
by supporters of "family valCraswell,
year's
Washtered
Ellen
this
ingtonGOPcandidate forgovernor ues" that one has to question how
such people can
(and local
I
live with themnutty
selves and the
grandma).
a
We
don't
in
hypocritical
live
not
Is it
ironic then that progressive age, at least message they
to their
this busy powhen it comes to social send
family memlitical camattitudes about
paigning
homosexuality
Forthosewho
week, a week
have
forgotten
in which the
"message,"
the
values of family are selectively chosen by fol- homosexuality is asin.Itis unnatulowersoftheultra-conservative ilk, ral and immoral, and such people
coincides with "National Coming should burn in hell. Because of
Out Week"?
their depravity, God has brought
upon them praise Jesus!
why
is
AIDS
family
important,
If
is so
it that only 25 percent of gay, les- Theyare thebaneofsociety andthe
bianor bisexual teenschoose a fam- maincause of this country's moral
ilymember as the firstpersonto tell decline. They are basically bad
people.
about their sexualorientation?
Is it no wonder that these warm
Iffamily is so important, why is
itthat only 11 percentofthoseteens and fuzzy messages are at the root
saidtheirfamilies "knew"and were ofa pervasive attitude whichconsupportive?
tributes to thebleak statisticsmen-

—

tioned earlier. Also consider the
following statistics: Over 50 percent of gay youths are troubled by
depression and anxiety.About 30
percent say that they sometimes or

often think about committing suicide. 42 percent have had one or
more suicide attempts. 24 percent
have had two or more suicide attempts.

But these are just statistics. The
teensbehind such numbers are real
people who suffer from low selfesteemand drugand alcohol problems, all because they lack the support and love of their friends and

family members.
When Ihear stories of parents
going into hysterics and kicking
their own children out of their
homes, Iask myself how anyone
cando somethingIike that, letalone

people whoclaimtosupport family
values. It's mystifying, to say the
least. To shun a family member
becausehe or she isaserialkiller on
a par with Hannibal Lecter, thatI
can understand. But Iwould have
to question the values and moral
integrity ofthose who wouldwithhold their love from young people
because of something as insignificant as sexualorientation. Ifthat is
what family values are all about,I
think it's safe to say that we needto
trade up.
So while we may be living in a
technologicallyprogressive era, the
paradox is that as human beings,
we still have a ways to go. The
sooner people like Pat Robertson,
NewtGingrich, and yes, Grandma
Nutty herself (Craswell) see the
light and gain a true sense of what
family values means, the better.
Maybethen,nobody would haveto
"comeout."
'
Whoknows?Maybethen,/ won t
have to.

KhoaNguyenisajuniormajoringin
English and psychology. Please
send comments and/or death
threats fo: kwaOseattleu.edu
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Death penalty leaves blood on hands of public
"An execution is

not

simply

derer.
It is easier for us to sever ourselves from somehumans thanothers, as is evident by the affects of
camp is from prison. It adds to
rule,
publicpremeditation
death a
a
ourunjust racialbiases on the judivictim,
the
future
an
orknown to
cial system. A black man whokills
ganization which is itself a source
a whitemanis 11 times morelikely
of moral sufferings more terrible
to receive the death penalty than a
than death. Capitalpunishment is
white man who kills a black man
the most premeditated ofmurders,
(unless, of course, the color of
to which no criminal's deed, howmoney overrides the color of skin,
evercalculated,canbe compared,"
as in themuch-publicized case ofa
PETER & CATHERINE LEPIANE certain legendary football player).
Albert Camus said.
Itmay seemabsurd forCamus to Spectator Columnists
Racismcoupled witheconomic disadvantage createsaninternal paramake reference to the concentra- her worst act.
tion camps of Hitler in a diatribe
We must replace the fragile hu- dox for those seekingjustice inan
againstcapitalpunishment,but they man face with that of an inhuman unjust system.
both rely on the same mechanistic savage, at once like us and yet not
Butthere areother seemingparadehumanization, the same objecti- one of us.Even the most remorse- doxes to be found. Capitalpunishficationof humanlife.Capitalpun- lessofmurderersshouldnotbe met ment is often defendedas a method
ishment is the severing of the hu- with suchcoldnessfromthe public, ofdeterrence. However,recentstudmanity of an inmate,reducing that but the public feels itcan absolve ies show thatthedeathpenaltymay
person to nothingmore than his or itself of guilt withone word: mur- in fact increase themurder rate by
death,it is just asdifferent from the
privationof life as aconcentration

legitimating murder. States which
have abolished the death penalty
havedrasticallylowermurder rates
than states that are on the same
socio-economic plane andcontinue
to use capital punishment. Countries such as Canadahaverecorded
a dropinmurder rates

ists no exact

since abolishing the

I^H^MBB^^^l scienceinde-

death penalty.
While we do nol

believe that a monetary value can be

providing tor a one-occupant jail
cell, whileit costsonly $535,000to
keep aprisoner alive for the duration of a life sentence without parole. The abolition of capital punishment wouldhavesavedthecountry over$149million last yearalone.
Keep inmind, too, that thereex-

Thepublic feels it can
absolve itself ofguilt
with one word:

terminingthe

guiltofaperson. The fact
remains that
we, fallible
humans

placed upon human
life,the public makes
murderer
an assumption that it
working
costs less tokillaman
than to imprison him for life. This within an unjust system, are playthinking is off by a lew million ing with human life. We can be
dollars.It costsapproximately $3.2 wrong,and wehavebeen.Between
million to execute an inmate, In- 1973 and 1993, 48 death-row includingcottiforappeals and trans- mates were released after being
fers to other institutions, as well as found innocent,according toacon-

the
7:45
class

gressionalsub-committee.Twentythree more were not so lucky, for
their innocence was proven only
after their lives had been ripped
from them by vengefulpersons.
The death penaltychanges nothing. The victim is still dead, the

victim's family still grieves, and
the murderer's presence can never
truly be removed from their lives.
The state-sponsored murder of a
convictedkiller onlyadds the tears
of the killer's family to those already flowing.
Murder is murder, and the conscience of America cannot be a
clear onewhile wecontinue toshed
the blood of convicted murderers.
Reconciliation is the only way to
break out of this terrible cycle of

violence.

editorial
photo by
RYAN NlSfflO
Photo Editor

Peter LePiane is a senior and is
majoring inphilosophy. His sister,
Catherine LePiane, is a junior
majoring in both philosophy and
literature.

Support of oppression easily confused with cultural tolerance

saying their situationis not regressive."Howcould youdeny that it's
backward?" Iindignantly asked.
"You can't say it's regressive
because that is their culture. It's
just different." I'm discussing her
replyherebecauseI
doubtshestands
alone in holding this dangerous
opinion.Infact,I
know it 's a pervasivebelief;it's theone most cited in
arguingforcontinued female genital mutilation incertain cultures.
Hey,I'mnot setting out to impose my own moral standards on
other cultural systems. Of course
we need to approach foreign cultures carefully wecan barely understand how our own culture
works, so weneed to be especially
careful incommenting on others'
ways of life.
But isn't it necessary to draw
the line somewhere? When someone says, "such-and-such country
has a violent culture," should we
just nod our heads because culture
intones something sacred?
Perhaps my friend has a more
objective wayof lookingat thesitu-

—

French women home from
but at least she took a stand on it.
Inother words, we seem to be
more likely to see Europeans as
fellowhumans whosepractices can
be judged according to our own
moral standards. Also, we'remore
likely to recognize that the French
can stillbeculturally French while
disagreeing with LePen. We understand there are different opinions inFrance.
On the other hand, Americans
often groupall peopleintheMiddle
East asIslamic fundamentalists.To
shrug and say the changes are part
of their culture or religion is to
ignore that, as in France, people
therehavemany different opinions.
We ignore the diversity of opinion
when we recognize only the governingculture.
Fortunately, at least in looking
atoursel ves,mostofushave gotten
to the point where we don't see
oppression as a part of ourculture
that should be preserved. Otherwise,slavery would stillbe legal in

Once it isconceded that slavery
issomething tobe denouncedacross
all cultures, it's easy to show that
any form of oppression is unwarranted, regardless of the claims of
the culture.
That's thebasisforhumanrights
watchdog groups like Amnesty International. Andas the last United
Nations Conference on Women
shouldhave shown, womenaround
the world do not think infringements on their rights are beyond
reproach just because they're part
of their traditional cultures or religions.
Now on to the dangerous ramificationsof thisissue.First, letting
atrocitieshidebehind thebanner of
"culture" is a creed of apathy. It
provides silent support for nationalistic movementsaroundthe world
that gainpowerby claiming touphold traditional cultures. In Africa
thathasmeantreinstating ritual torture via female genitalmutilation.
In France, it means trying to reverse laws that allow paternal or
maternal family leave and encour-

this country.

aging only mothers to stay home

LePen would support sending

Iwas lamenting
' toafriendabout
Afghan women s recent lossoffreedom with the fundamentalist takeover by the Afghani Talibanmovement, when she astonished me by

work,

MICHELLE DELAPPE
Spectator Columnist

ation. However, isn't clinging to
an ideal of objectivity merely imposing the part of our culture that
reveres scientific objectivity onto
other cultures? This notion of objectivity, wheremyfriend canavoid
sympathizing with people of foreigncultures,ignores ourcommon
element of humanity.
Iwonder if she would've reacteddifferently hadI
beenlamentingthe riseof thefar right inFrance.
TheAfghaniTalibanmovementand
the FrenchNationalFront both favor restricting women's rights to
protect traditional cultural roles. I
doubt, however, that my friend
would see as an intrinsic part of
French culture the open letter National Front leader Jean Marie
LePen wrote for Mother's Day. In
it, she encouraged French women
to breed to save the race. Maybe

Yet, why hesitate in applying and care for children.
Also, by using theblanket term
such standards to other countries?
Could anyonedeny that slaveryisa of culture,wedenythe existenceof
many voices in each society.
universal taboo now?

Women andthepoor usuallymake
upmany of theseunheardvoices.If
we'regoing to talkaboutculture as
a wayof life, we have to acknowledge not only the way oflifeadvocated by thoseinpower,buttheone
longed for, if not practiced,by the
populace.
By the same token,I
think some
ofthebestcriticismofU. S.culture

is from people outside of it. Justas
Iappreciatelistening to thoughtful
criticism of our behavior, Idon't
hesitate toreact emotionally to information about other cultures.
Despite all the complicated differences,I
never forget that we'reall
basically human.
Michelle DeLappe is a senior
Englishmajor. She willbe going to
France after fall quarter, and win
spendthe nexttwo tenvsabroad.
EVER THOUGHTTHE REST OF
THE WORLD NEEDED TO BE
TOLD A THING OR TWO?

ARE YOULOOKINGFOR A

SOAPBOX?

The Spectator needs
you to write
opinions!!
Call Teriat 296- 6476
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SPORTS
We're NOT #2!
had to doalot toget there!
Since America shuts down on
Super Bowl Sunday, the only
known sports holiday on this
the whole nation (not to
planet,
look
out
number
gotta
"You
for
a worldwide audience)
Bunker
mention
one!" -Archie
Something is definitely wrong saw theBillsget humiliated. As a
inthis country whenwefollow the result, America laughed at them.
advice of an ignorant,uneducated This country still looks down on
bigot. We,asacountry.don'tknow second place finishers.
Today, America laughs at anyhowto care for oursports teams in
body wholoses the biggame year
terms of our assessment of their
on-field performance. Thisis due after year. If a non-football team
can't win the big game, they into the fact that weare too blinded
winning
stantly become the Buffalo Bills
with
at
by and obsessed
place
of
their sport. Until they finally
you
makes
all costs. Second
loser
a
failure.
won
theWorld Serieslast year,the
a
and
We that includes myself and
Atlanta Braves, who had lost in
twopreviousFalIClassicsand one
professional journalists as well
haveall,at some time,put winning league championship series, were
on a pedestal above sportsman- called the Bills of baseball.
But, whilewe're on the subject
ship. Winning isn'teverything,it's
the only thing. Some of us have of winningbig games, please tell
carried thatmentality toour obser- mesomething:from1991 through
vationsofprofessional orbig-time 1994, whowas the onlyAFC team

MATT ZEMEK
SportsEditor

—

—

college spons.Othershave over-

valued winning when playing
sportsas a kid with friends or family.Ifit into the latter category.
Until about four years ago, I
simply couldn't accept losing a

to make the Super Bowl? Who
becamethe first teamtomakeThe

BigGamefourstraight times?Who
became only the third wild card
teamever tomaketheSuperBowl?
What other team can claim that it
basketball game to my older didn't lose a playoff game in its
brother. He was several inches, own conference for five whole
taller than me and had very long years? The BuffaloBills]
arms. Iwould try to call every
After beingstigmatizedas asecphantomviolationor foul possible ond-place finisher,what team had
to win the game. This isn't any
theresiliencyand teamunitytoget
kind of outlandish act, it's just off the mat and get back to the
Super Bowl three times inarow?
immature.
But the problem with the way
From a sports perspective, to
Americans view professional
say that theBuffaloBills areabad
sports is that this intolerance of
big-game team is simply wrong.
losing has not gone away! The Tousethemas acultural punching
masses of sports fans in this coun- bag is insensitive and unfair. To
try cannot exceptlosing. Thishas
lash out at a team for having one
negativelyaffected their ability to bad game after it works hard and
assess and applaud the perfor- excelsfor six and one-halfmonths
mance of their teams. Thischildisdisgusting.
ish inability to accept losing is
Those noble Bills teams were
called "Buffalo Bills Syndrome." incredibly resilient and unshakOn theAmericansporti ngscene, able on the field.Ifour individual
no teamcxemplifiesourobsession character and collective moral fiwith number one and (more im- ber wereas strong, wouldn't we
portantly) our more violent hatred be amuch healthier society, both
of number two than the Buffalo morally and spiritually?
Bills.
Let it simply be said that the
TheBills committed the unfor- Buffalo Bills are winners in the
givable sin in American sports: bestsense of the word. They give
decisively losing in a big game. a full and honest effort, and they
From1991 through 1994, theBills have consistently achieved at a
werebeaten onAmerica's biggest high level. If our teams do this,
sporting stage, losing four straight
then we should applaud them.
Super Bowls by an average of 17
Furthermore, if they fail on ocpoints. Forget all the successes casion, we should be able to acalongthe way.Forget the fact that, ceptit outoftherealization that no
out of the NFL's 30 teams, they
one is perfect and that you can't
were #2 four years in a row.The have everything all the time. Let
majority of football fans and jour- us be passionate and demanding,
nalists have crucified theBills for
yet sensible and reasonableabout
their four "mortal sins."
the way we view our sports teams
This country has developed a on the playing fields. As long as a
nasty trend of looking down on full effort is given, second, third,
teams whoconsistently losein the
or fourth place isa noble feat, not
spotlight,ignoring (he fact that they a shameful failure.

A higher calling
Athletic director appreciates students
MATTZEMEK
SportsEditor

Dr. William Kaiser, SU's athletic director, shouldbe wearinga
baseball cap, warmup jacket,
whistle,and tennis shoes, barking
out instructions to his charges on
an expansive greenpitch.
Instead,he's wearinga crisp shirt

and tie, sitting behind his office
desk. Nevertheless,he enjoys his
positionandis passionateabouthis
work.
Dr. Kaiser has maintained and
developedalove of sports that was
instilled in him during his high
school days in New Jersey. His
P.E. teacher and soccercoach was
Linda Masthone / Spectator
the shaping influence inhis life.
"He was suchamotivator and a Bill Kaiser,director ofUniversitySports
positive individual," Kaiser said.
Hishigh school experience was Justashehadbeenmotivatedbyhis gram.
"It's an honor to know (that)
the first of many that would make high school coach and influenced
him fallinlove withcoaching and hy theexamplesofhis older college within ashort amountof time, we
thepotential ithad toaffect student teammates, Kaiser was trying to were very successful at national
positively connect with young and regional levels....men or
athletes.
The highlight of Kaiser's ath- people as he led them through the women,"Kaiser said.
Hecited theski team'snational
letic career came in 1968, as a struggles of a long season.
freshman member of the UniverAs much as he loved coaching third-place finish, the basketball
sity of West Virginia' ssoccerteam. and was perfectly tailored for the team' srun to theregionalchampiThe Mountaineers put together a profession, Kaiser found that he onship game, and the combined
magical season,going undefeated could reach out to more student success of the soccer and tennis
into the national championship athletes as a full-time administra- programs, who had encouraging
game againsttheSt.Louis Bilikens, tor. Inhisfive years inKansas City, showings from the men's and
who were the dominant soccer he learned that "administration is women's teams. It's an impressive listof successes that SUcan
whereyou can raise a family."
power of the era.
During a season, the amount of take into a future of scholarship
TheMountaineers got twogoals
fora firsthalflead, only to lose the
X's and O's (andbus rides as well) and budgetary cuts.
game,3-2.Despite that toughloss, would hamper Kaiser's ability to
Upon entering anew era of SU
that seasonleft a positive mark on give his players a life-long game athletics, Kaiser will have the
plan.
the eagerfreshman.
chance to leave his own distinc"I was able to see the
Kaiser's introduction to admin- tivemark on the SUprogram. He
committment of the juniors and istrative work alsoledhim to con- has tremendousconfidence inhis
seniors," Kaiser commented.
siderturningto administrationfull- coaches to keep the program on
It was another testament to the time. Itenabled him to learnabout the right track.
ability ofbothsports andcoaching thedynamicsotadministrativework
He stated that SUhas "a great
galvanize
discipline
young
dealing
group
to
and
and about
withstudentathof coaches who deal with
office,
of
not
pursuit
playmen in the
an ultimate letes from the
the
the whole student athlete,"noting
goal.
thatlast year's entirecoachingstaff
ing field.
Driven to become a coach,KaiTo Kaiser, coaching was about remains intact.
ser pursued and attained that goal. interacting with young men. An
Inorder to attract potential stuAfter graduating from West Vir- athletic director could instill his dent athletes, Kaiser said that reginia in 1972 as a physical educa- overallphilosophyinto awholepro- cruiting will be conducted extention major, he went to theUniver- gram, not justapep talk's words of sively and aggressively. As a resity of Northern Colorado, where wisdom. An AD would alsocome sult,theSUathletic family willbe
he obtainedhis degreein1974.
incontact witheverysingle student a reflection of the man who is
Just one yearlater, in 1975,his athlete whocame to the school,not guiding it.
persistence paid off, as he joined just the members of the football,
Coaches will be the backbone
the fraternity ofcoaches. He be- basketball and track teams.
of theprogram,particularly in their
camecoach ataKansas Cityjunior
Anextensionof coaching, with- ability todeal withathletes as stuhigh school, taking charge of the out travel? Kaiser couldn't get dents.They willbethe foundation
football, basketball, and track started quickly enough.
for maintaining the on-fieldstanteams, whilealso handling alladHaving all the motivation he dards that have been set since
needed, Kaiser actively pursued a Kaiser's arrival.
ministrative duties.
After years of looking up to master's degreein sports adminisFor a man whose life, career,
coaches,Kaiser, then ayoungman tration after leaving Kansas City. andideas were shaped by coachhimself, wouldcoachevenyounger He went to Temple University in ingandsports,hewouldn'thaveit
men.
1980 to beginstudying toward his any other way.
Theexperienceof coaching did doctorate.
not disappoint Kaiser.In all three
After more than a year at the
INTRAMURALNOTES
sports,his teams were dominantin
Philiadelphia school,Kaisermoved
Flag football
thecity at the juniorhighlevel. A on to severaladministrative assignGames of Sunday, Oct.6
championship season was thenorm, ments before finally obtaining his
not anoccasional occurrence.
degreein 1985.
ChopSuey
15
Butthe championships werenot
Since arrivingatSeattle UniverStaffInfection
0
of primary importance to Kaiser. sity in 1994, Kaiser has already
What mattered most was, "the accomplishedagreatdeal,bothperUnited Nations
24
process...thedaily interaction (with sonally and throughout the sports
ShotWhile Running 6
thekids) through all those days of program. He was recently named
sweatand crying."
the PNWAC's co-administrator of
Camel Toes
2
Kaiser had clearly applied the the year for 1995-96, areward for
Schlappys
0
lessons of his experiences as an putting together a strong and naSee Notes on page 14
athlete to thecoaching profession. tionally competitive athletic pro-
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SU's Cross Country on the run again
Chieftains run through Oregon, past competition
out of 28 teams in the

Matt Zemek
Sports Editor
The SeattleUniversity women's
cross country team outclassed a

large fieldSaturday,placingthird

Willamette

Invitational's 5 kilometer race in
Salem,Oregon.
In a field of 202, three SU
runners placed in the top 25.
Sophomore TriciaSatreplaced 16th
with a timeof 18 minutes and 51

seconds. Junior Jenny Eganplaced
18th at 18:53 and senior Rebecca
Elijah came in 21st at 19:01. The
team's average time of 19:17 put
the Chieftains 25 seconds behind
Pacific Lutheran's winningtimeof
18:52.
Otherfinishers:(62) seniorSarah
Ullrich, 19:46; (69) freshman
Danica Henderickson, 19:55; (98)
sophomore Martha Grant, 20:27;
(170) sophomore Darcie Renn,

22:53.
In the 8 kilometer race at the
Willamette meet, the men's cross
country team

John Crawford, the cross

RyanNishio

/ Photo Editor

country coach, returns to SU

for another

season. His team willface Western Washington University andSeattle
Pacific University onSaturday.

provided some

notableperformances in a 13thplace
finish. Pitted against 257 runners.
Chieftain senior Israel Richmond
placed 34th at25:52, choppingSU's
average team timedown to 26:53.
Three other runners finished in
under 27 minutes, helping to
establish the average time. Uriah
Halplin,a junior,came in at 26:24,
sophomore Mike Little finished
right on the 26:53 average, and
sophomore Brian Olsen posted a
time of 26:56.
Otherfinishers: juniorFrancesco
Fcrraro, 28:24; senior Mark
Comnick, 29:06; freshman Sam
Garland, 29:34; freshman David
Doran, 29:35; junior Ryan Wood,
30:26; freshman Michael Balbin,
36:46.
The men's and women's teams
willface Western Washington and
Seattle Pacific University this'
Saturday at Fort Casey.
Competition will start at 10 a.m.
In the following weeks, the
Ryan Nishio / Photo Echtor
Chieftains willhaveapairof meets
before the NAIA regionals on The SU women's cross country team works out. The team 'shard work
Saturday,November2.
paid off when they finished third in the Willamette Invitational.
On Saturday, October 19, the
chance to see how they stack up
will face Seattle Pacific and
Chieftains will compete in the
University
NorthwestCollege at Grecnlakc at
against the region's best.
Western Washington
Then, on Thursday, October 24, 4 p.m..
Invitational at 10 a.m. The
Bellinghammeet will presentalarge the Chieftains wil competein their
Withonly six meets for the year,
finaldual meetofthe season.They thelastones willshape theseason.
field,giving the Chieftainsanother

Soccer Primer: SU coaches talk soccer
'

Soccer, the world s mostpopular
sport, has not fared too well in
America. But as oflate, the sport's

exciting for fans and for me as a

coach."
Coach Kennedy on offense:
popularityhasgrown tremendously
"An attacker takingonadefender,
trying
in the United States. The soccer
to get around that defender,
programhere at Seattle University is very exciting. It's like in
hasbeen one of the school's most basketball when you have a onesuccessful sports in recent years. on-onc situation."
Soccer' slack ofhigh scoringgames
Coach Kennedyondefense:
hasbeenthemainreason forturning
"Whatis reallyexciting is agreat
Americans away.Below, SUmen's saveby the goalkeeperora defender
soccer coach,Pete Fewing,and SU knocking the ball off the line to
women's soccercoachJenKennedy save a goal. A defender makinga
describe what they find exciting greattackle to wintheballis always
about their teams and the game in very exciting."
general.
CoachPete Fewing:
Coach Jen Kennedy:
"This isprobably one ofour most
"I think a lot of people don't skillful and deepestteams ever.It' s
understandsoccer, but it is a pretty not unusual for us to play 21 playsimple game. People are turned ers throughout the game.
awayfrom the fact that there is not
"After a couple of tournaments
a lot of scoring like in football or and a California road trip, we are
basketball."
now into our regular Wednesday
year
trying
"Our team this
is
to and Saturday routine, and that will
attack more, and we have scored help us. We're starting to hit our
more goals this year. That is stride; wehave notpeaked yet, and

thal'sexcitingtoknow wearegoing

also distributes the ball well from

to get better."

the middle. Shane McCorkle can
do a greatjob when he gets in. He

Coach Fewingon offense:
"We use a lot of creativity to
score our goals, and we can use
nine guys to attack. We put alotof
pressure on the other team. We
havea lotof different personalities
on our team. College soccer is
becoming less robotic and more
about playerpersonalities.
"George (Czarnowski)is a very
crafty player. He can dribble his
way through two guys to give
himself an open look, andhehas a
great touch with both feet. Kurt
(Swanson)holds offpeople well. I
like tocallhim the 'BigCountry' of
our team. He can musclehis way

solidifies themidfield very well;he
is like a closer.
"OntheoutsideStan(Thesenvitz)

and Zack (Pittis) are very skillful
players. Arne (Klubberud) is just
comingback from injury,but he is
an extremely skilled player. An
(Nuon) is pure speed."
Coach Fewing on defense:
"We are a very stingy team, we
don't giveupmanygoals. If you're
goingto g« through theChiefs, you
are going to have to go through all
1 1 guys.
"JasonPalmeris a great and very
excitingplayer. Ifeel he is oneof
inside.
the top keepers in the state.
"The guys in themidfield canall
"Tom Hardy controls the back.
dish the ball really well. Jamin He wins a lot of balls in the air.
(Olmstead) is a workhorse in the KellyBarton is a very solid player
middle. Come watch Jamin play, behind him at stopper.
and tell me he doesn'tworkharder
"On the outsides Matt (Potter)
than anyoneelse.Daryn(Ditmorc) andCharles (Glenn)are verykey to

the team. They areable tomoveur
(the field) and are a part of the
offense for us when weattack.
"This is a great group of guys.
Any team that can beat the NCAA
division Isecond ranked team in
the nation deserves credit.
"Currently,the womeri's team is
ranked 22nd inthe natioW.and the
men's team is ranked 14th. Both
teams have very important games
comingup for themas they finish
out conference play and fight for

home field advantage for the
playoffs. Attendancehas beenlow,
and the Chiefs need your support.
"Soccer is a very entertaining
sport,despite thelow scoring,and
yourChieftain teamsprovide some
of the best soccer around. Come
support them, as they both make
strong campaigns for a national
tournament birth."

Interview and statscompiledby
-JasonLichtenberger,reporter
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Men's soccer season off to wobbly start
Jason

lichtenberger

Staffßeporter
In themidstofa see-saw season,
theSeattleUniversitymen'ssoccer
team endured another week

Five minutes later, Swanson
was sent off due to the injury, but
the Chieftainoffense continued to
flourishdespite the absenceof their
leadingscorer.

George Czarnowski continued
the onslaught on the Evergreen
keeper bynetting the second goal
ofthegame.TheChieftains scored

boggledby inconsistent play.
Aftera 5-0 victory at Evergreen again when An Nuon crossed a
State College on Oct. 2, the ball to Arne Klubberud.
Klubberud headed the ball past
Chieftains lost to their PNWAC
the keeper, but it hit a defender.
nemesis,SimonFraser University,
However, Jamin Olmstead got a
2-0, on Oct. 5, at home.
Against Evergreen, the footonthelooseballandbrilliantly
Chieftainsdid whattheydoso well. put it in the upper corner to give
They scoredearly to set the pace SU a 3-0 lead.
Klubberud would not pass up
and control the tempo for the rest
of thematch.
another opportunity tonet one for
Ten minutes into the contest, theChiefs. StanThesenvitz flicked
sophomoreforwardKurtS wanson a ball to Klubberud, who finished
was tripped up in thebox. Senior
theplaybyburyingitintheback of
midfielder Daryn Ditmore netted the net togivcSUafour goal lead.
The final Chieftain goal wasput
the ensuingpenalty kick.

in by Mustafa Dibba. Defender
TateMiller played agreatball up
to the forward, and Dibba did the
rest of theworkhimselfenrouteto
a5-0 shellacking of Evergreen.
With Swanson
' outof the lineup
for Saturday s game versusSimon
Fraser University, the Chieftains
were lacking alot of scoring from
their front line. Nobody was able
toprovide that scoring for SU ina
rare game where the Chieftains
weresimply outplayed.
Sophomore defender TonyPyle
said, "We squandered a couple
chances early onthatfrustratedus.
We had moments of a full team
effort, but we lacked that 90
minutes of consistency."
The NAIA's second- ranked
team in the nation proved to be
sharper, as the Clansmen outhustled the Chieftains for a 2-0
victory.

That sets the stage for this
Saturday's PNWAC contest in
Canada,quite possibly a preview
of the conference championship.
But the Clansmen have
absolutelystymied the Chieftains
as of late. Last yearSU was 0-3-1
against SFU, two of those losses
came in the PNWAC title match
and the regional championship
with the winner advancing to the
national tournament.
All of this,along withrevenge,
will certainly be on the minds of
the number 14 team in the nation.

Freshmantransfer JasonOliver
said, "GoingintoSaturday'sgame,
having Kurt (Swanson)back will
be a plus, but more importantly,
we now have a feel for them, and
it's justa matter of going out and
playingour game."
TheChiefs will hostEvergreen
this Wednesday at 3 p.m.

After that game, the Chieftains
willhave tour straight roadgames.
Hopefully, their road will be
smoother by then.
NOTES, continued

El Resurreccion
deMuerte
Trash

33
6

For the Love
All-Madden

26
14

This weekend, there will be a
full slate of games out at the
WestIntramural Field, withaction on Saturday and Sunday.
Intramural floor hockey will
start on Monday,Oct. 14.
Intramural volleyball willbegin on Tuesday,Oct. 15.
Interested? Contact Sheri
Michalec,x5905.

su
women

whack
PNWAC
Chieftains
improve on
conference

mark
Jason

lichtenberger

Staffßeporter
TheSeattle University women's

soccer teamimproved to 8-2 with
a 3-1 conference record, by

defeating PNWAC foe Central
Washington University, 1-0.
More importantly, this game
marked the return of senior goal
keeper Jen Burton who was
academically ineligible tor thefirst
half of the season. She split time
in the net with senior Trinity
Meriwood lastyear.
"This wasa big boost for us as
Jen (Burton) wasan instrumental
part of the team last year,"junior
Stefanie Johnson said.
TheChieftains scored their goal
three minutesinto thesecondhall
off of a Trisha Tateyama corner
kick.
Tateyamaplayedthecornerkick
the center of the box. Cindy
Givogre (licked the ball over to
senior Erin Westcrlicld, who put
the ball in the back of the net.
The victory heiped the
to

Chieftains regainsomeconfidence
after a 4-0 defeat at the hands of
Simon Fraser on Sept. 22.
Junior Katie Jackson said, "If
we maintainour composure and
keep our intensity, we have the
potential to have a great season."
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Heather Colburn
"My name is Heather Colburn and you are going to vote for me for
freshman rep. Why? Well, Ican achieve more than any other
be the
human at this task. Iwill work to get the freshman class to
there, I
most excellent of any class before or after. The truthis out
just may have it
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Melissa Laramie
"As freshmen at Seattle University there are numerous doors of
opportunity waiting to be opened. If elected as freshman
representative Iwould do my best to make those doors in sight for
everyone on campus. 'Our aspirations are, our possibilities'
(Robert Browning) and anything is possible."

clock demanding the attention even the deepest sleepers, Mother
Theresa sacrificing myself for others, Nirvana continuously
electrifying the groups of people, Michael Jordan always
enthralling others. Most of all Iwould
" like to be your freshman
rePFrank Trleu
"In high school, Iwas involved a great deal in student government
as ASB President, ASB Treasurer and Class President. I was a
camp counselor this past summer for young children but my pride,
hard work, commitment andvalues can be summed up in a career
Iinitiated 3 years ago a golf caddie."
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Council meetings for fall quarter are
Wednesdays from 8:30-10:30p.m. in the
Student Union Building 205. Everyone is
invited to attend,

ASSU

week^yet ialready feel close to
forTo
home. As freshman rep., Ihope to
my

HelenPark

.

nv
a
meetings Will
be
All ASSU Activities
Qn Wednesdays at 3:30p.m. in SUB 205.

-I have only been at su

"I am; like a genie at your service to listen and help, an alarm

.

. ..

I'm Amy Fowler,I'm origlrally from Utahbut now reside in the
Campion Tower of beautiful downtown Seattle University. I'm
planning on majoring in biology. Ilove to have fun andmeet new
people, and Ihope running for freshman representative will give
me the opportunity to do both of these."

Joe Moore
"I feel proud to be a Seattle U. freshman andhope to know each of
my classmates. My campaign will be minimal because this is a
position where my fellow classmates will decide who is the best
personlor \he Job no\ who has \he bes\ poster."
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Operations Club IS having their tirst
"
year! Come and discover the
meeting
6 of the
*" «
, (American Production
r
Ar T^ o/A
r> A
benefits
ofc joing APICS
and Inventory Control Society). Tuesday,
October 29 at 4:30p.m. in PigOtt 101. Pizza
an(j refreshmentS provided. Contact Theresa
:o af 9Q6
Raiirr
6042 II
if you
have any
you nave
any
baucciO
at Zyt)-OU4Z
questions.
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David Farkouh
spent at a Jesuit school in California.
were
years
"My high school
And a primary goal of Jesuit educationis learning to serve others.
I'm confident that Isuccessfully attainedthat goal. As your
Freshman Rep., Iwill work diligently to serve the class of 2000."

new
everyone. This is
on SU. Ihave experience with student
positive
impact
a
make
school,
high
where Iwas Sophomore Class
government from
President, ASB Vice-President,and ASB President. Iwill serve
you well as freshman rep."
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Freshman Representative Statements
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Earn $50 for your club and gain new
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information by attending ONE of the
TWO following workshops:

Presidents' ClubSocial Oct. 15 7-9 p.m. Casey Atrium
Presidents and/or any club officer can come to get
,uo,
nt \,nta.A nnA nat^,nt
.v ..Mtk
motivated
andnetwork
with n
other
clubs.
New Clubs Social Oct. 22 7-9 p.m. Casey Atrium
Any club (new or old) welcome to learn the
changes of the university and how it applies to clubs.
If you have any questions, callKatie Dubik at 296-6046.

. .. . YE! HEAR YE!
JHIeAR

Karenze^
"I want to help the Classof 2000 off toa great start here at Seattle
University. The class of 2000 needs a strong voice who will listen Club Financial Training Sessions will be held on:
to all and each of you help get the most out of SU and have a fun
Monday, 14 October, 6-6:30 p.m.
year. Iwill do my best to represent all of you and be your voice."
Friday 18 October 12-12:30 p.m.

International Representative Statement

Both sessions win be held in the uPPer chieftain.

Yonghee Kirn
"Some internationalstudents say that is seems to be hard to make NEW BUDGET NUMBERS WILL BE GIVEN OUT AT THESE
American friends. I think it is because our cultural differences
SESSIONS ONLY. IF YOUR TREASURER OR PRESIDENT
make an invisible wall between us. I want you to break down the CANNOT ATTEND, PLEASECALL LV PHAN AT 296-6045 TO
wall, so we can know each other better thanbefore. This will be
SEY up a PERSONAL APPOINTMENT
the first step."

Wednesday October 9-Campaigning begins
Monday October 14, from 12-1p.m.- Candidates forum in lower S.U.B.
Tuesday October 15- Primary Elections
Tuesday October 22- Final Election
Any questions call the ASSU office at 296-6050.

Come to an ASSU Open
- House!
Wednesday, October 23, 11:30 1:30

There will be free food and drink and a chance to meet
various representatives of the ASSU Council. The ASSU
Office is located on the second floor of the SUB.

Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page isfor registered clubs and organizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

